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"The only way to save the elephant was by reducing the water level." Sanatan Sonker, director of the tiger reserve, told the BBC
that the rescue .... On October 2, 2019, Wild is Life-Zimbabwe Elephant Nursery (ZEN) and IFAW launched an emergency ....
Dramatic Rescue Of An Elephant Stuck In Mud. StoryTrender. Loading... Unsubscribe from StoryTrender .... As a nervous
mother paces, a helicopter with wildlife rescuers swoops in to rescue her calf from a watering hole.. The mother elephant and
three other elephants quickly raced back through the water in an attempt to rescue .... Watch a Dramatic Elephant Rescue. A
young elephant was saved from drowning in a manmade structure in a Zimbabwe national park by a team that is using .... These
villagers were no Dumbos. Watch the dramatic rescue of an elephant that had fallen into a 25-foot .... Abraham got these great
photos of the unfolding drama… Elephant Rescue at the South Luangwa Conservation Society The family herd .... Getting the
adult elephant out of the mud was a far more challenging task -- by the time the baby had been rescued, its mother was
dehydrated .... Most conservationists believe that man should not meddle with the natural order and that we should allow nature
to run her course.. My friends at Norman Carr Safari in Zambia have sent me some amazing photos of a dramatic elephant
rescue. The elephants that feature on my blog are very .... Dramatic footage shows the moment a group of brave people rescue
one of five calves rescued from Mana .... Dramatic footage of the rescue shows the elephant fully submerged in the waters and
using its trunk as a snorkel. Sri Lankan navy officials told .... "Dramatic" Elephant Rescue in Zambia National Geographic Daily
News. Mother and baby elephant were sinking in the mud and about to die. Then, a true .... A young elephant was saved from
drowning in a manmade structure in a Zimbabwe national park by a team .... ... miles from shore Tuesday. A team of divers and
wildlife officials rushed to help the elephant, as it tried to .... Dramatic elephant rescue..... from Norman Carr Safaris Norman
Carr Safari staff and South Luangwa Conservation…. Glitter Elephant coloring and drawing Wild Animals Learn Colors For
Kids. 3:39 · 338 Views. Storytrender. Elephant Rescued And Released. 0:41 · 4,508 Views.. This elephant was saved from
drowning in a manmade structure in a Zimbabwe national park by a team that is using drones to deter poaching.. Dramatic
elephant rescue, it takes the whole herd to free one ... Credit: JukinVideo. d39ea97ae7 
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